Making PDFs Accessible in Adobe Acrobat Pro DC
To begin, open your PDF. The file should automatically open in Acrobat, but you can also right click on your file, hover
over the Open With option, and then select Adobe Acrobat.

We’re going to use two different tools in this tutorial: the Action Wizard and the Accessibility Tool.

Adding the Action Wizard Tool
If you don’t see the Action Wizard on your toolbar (usually located on the right side of the window or at the top), you
can add it using the following steps:
1. Navigate to the Tools tab.

2. Scroll down to the Customize section, find the Action Wizard icon, and click the Add button below it.

Using the Action Wizard Tool
1. Navigate back to your document by clicking the document tab.

2. Now, open the Action Wizard by finding its icon on the right toolbar. Then, click Make Accessible.
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3. Click the blue Start button to begin.

4. For the Title, uncheck the Leave as Is option and give your document a descriptive title.

Click OK.
5. In the next pop-up, set the document language so the program can create readable text, then click OK.
6. The program will scan your document to create readable text. A new pop-up box will ask if you have any fillable
forms. If you do, click yes, but most documents used in courses (like articles) do not. You can click Skip if you do
not have any forms.
7. The next pop-up will ask you to set the reading language for screen readers. Select the document language, and
then click OK.
8. Next, you should set Alt Text. Acrobat will scan the document to detect images. Click OK on the pop-up box.
Add a description for your images, which should be highlighted by a blue box. If you come across something
that is not an image (like the black part of photocopied documents), leave the Alt Text box blank so we can recategorize the “image” later.

Click the blue arrow to move to the next image.
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9. When you are finished, the Accessibility Checker should open. Leave everything as is, and select the Start
Checking option.

10. A new pane should open on the left side of the program. Categories that are bolded are categories that have
potential problems. You can fix these issues by clicking on the bolded category, right clicking on an issue, and
clicking Fix. If the issue does not have a Fix option, it means you will have to manually fix it.

For example, the Logical Reading Order is something you have to manually check. You can check this by trying
to highlight text. If you can click and drag and the text is individually highlighted (as opposed to your cursor
drawing a box), you can click the pass option.
Correct

Incorrect

If your text cannot be highlighted, refer to the next section of this tutorial.
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Adding the Accessibility Tool
1. Navigate to the Tools tab.

2. Scroll down to the Customize section, find the Accessibility icon, and click the Add button below it.
3. After opening the Accessibility tool on the right toolbar, you will have access to specific features that assist the
creation of accessible documents.

Manually Fixing Problems
To begin, click the tag icon on the left side of your window.
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Renaming Tags
1. Expand the Tags drop down menu. If the second tag says anything other than Document, right click the tag and
choose Properties.

2. Next, open the Type drop-down menu and select Document. Then close the window.
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Creating Tags
1. Click the different tags to ensure everything tagged correctly. If it is not, follow the previous step (right click on
the tag, click Properties, and then change the type to the correct tag). If you notice a tag is missing, right click
the tag above where it should fall and choose New Tag.

2. Select the type of tag from the drop-down menu. For this example, we are going to create a paragraph tag to
contain paragraph text.

3. Now, highlight the text or object you are tagging and right click on your newly created tag. Then, choose Create
Tag from Selection.

4. Your tag should now have a box icon nested under it with the beginning of the text next to it.
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Tagging Unnecessary Objects
1. If you have a tag that is really part of the background or is only half visible, you can find and delete the tag so
screen readers will ignore it. To do this, find the tag for the image/text. The object should be highlighted in blue
or have a blue border.

2. Right click on the tag, then click Change Tag to Artifact. A pop-up will open, so leave the settings the same and
click OK.
3. That tag should no longer be visible to you, which means it has been successfully converted.

Create and Fix Lists
Lists can be tricky to create and tag. Let’s first look at the correct tag structure for a list. Anytime you have a bulleted
or ordered list, you should have the same tag structure. Within each list, there are tags that should be repeated for
each list item. These tags are bolded below. The italicized <tags> are what will be visible in your tag list.
>

List <L>
> List Item <LI>
> Label Element <Lbl>
> Bullet or Number
> List Body <LBody>
> [text from document]

Let’s look at an example. Below, you should be able to see the same structure as above.

If your tag tree does not look like the above, you can restructure it by following the steps in the Rename Tags or Create
Tags sections above.
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Create and Fix Tables
Tables are extremely similar to lists. They have a similar tag structure with elements that repeated.
>

Table <Table>
> Table Row <TR>
> Table Header <TH> or Table Data <TD>
> [text from document]

Despite the similarity, tables are oftentimes tagged incorrectly by the program. To fix this, let’s look at an example.

1. The table above looks like a normal table, but for some reason, the program has messed up the Read Order of
the text. To fix this, we’ll have to navigate to the Accessibility tool. Select Reading Order.
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2. Once you click Reading Order, your page will probably look similar to the figure above. Find the number
associated with the table you need to re-tag. Then, right click the number and choose Delete Selected Item
Structure.

3. Once you’ve deleted the structure, manually check the read order by highlighting the text. If it highlights like
you would read it, you can move to the next step.
4. We are now going to create the Tag Structure. Open the tag tree by clicking the tag on the left toolbar.

5. Find the tag identifying the text prior to the table. Then, right-click and select New Tag.

6. Our first tag is going to be a <Table> tag. You can either select Table from the dropdown menu or type Table
into the dropdown menu.
7. Repeat step 5, but create a tag called Table Row, or <TR>, and drag it so that it is nested under the Table tag.
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8. Next, create a Table Header, or <TH> ,tag and nest it under the <TR> tag. Highlight the text of your first header,
then right-click your recently made <TH> tag. Select Create Tag from Selection.

9. Repeat Step 8 until you have tagged all of your headers.
10. Then, create a new <TR> tag. Make sure it is nested under the <Table> tag and not under a different tag.
11. Now, create a Table Data, or <TD>, tag.
12. Highlight the cell under/next to your first heading and Create Tag from Selection.

13. Repeat steps 11 and 12 until you have completed your row.
14. Then, repeat steps 10-12 for any additional rows.
15. Your tag tree should look similar to the following:
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Set Alternate Text

1. Open your Accessibility pane by clicking on the tool. Then, find Set Alternate Text.

2. A pop-up window will open. Click OK to continue. Then, describe the image outlined in blue as you would to
someone that can’t see it. You can click the blue arrow to move to the next image. Click Save & Close when you
are finished.
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